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Strategic Objectives Identified Top Risks Key Performance Indicators

‘Top Risks’ in UCL ‘Top Risks’ in UCL 
Corporate Plan Corporate Plan 

Pursuing international excellence in 
all areas of academic activity, and 
developing further as a distinctly 
global university, which is 
internationally recognised as such.

Failure to position UCL 
as a global University.

Position in League Tables.

Number of current UCL staff with 
Fellowships of the Royal Society or 
equivalent.

Remaining competitive with
other major international
universities in a rapidly changing 
world environment.

Failure to position UCL 
as a global University.

Position in League Tables.
# of International students (EU, full-fee, 
UG, PG).
# of new interinstitutional Partnerships 
globally.

Providing systems and services 
based on a powerful IT infrastructure, 
delivering relevant, accurate and 
timely information to UCL’s staff and
students and its external 
stakeholders, and supporting
UCL’s academic objectives to

Inability to provide 
complete and accurate 
operating
information.

% of staff taking up central services 
(managed desktops, email diary etc).

% usage of PCs in centrally managed 
clusters.

% take up of data outlets in study 
bedrooms.

Cambridge Univ. Risk RegisterCambridge Univ. Risk Register
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‘Risk‘Risk‐‐based based 
regulation of higher regulation of higher 
educationeducation

Learning outcomes for todayLearning outcomes for today

• Understand concepts of risk and 
governance

• Appreciate the ways in which risk not just 
a ‘bad’ to be managed but also now 
organizes governance itself

• Identify national styles of regulation and• Identify national styles of regulation and 
flood risk management
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1. Outline for the day1. Outline for the day

2. Conceptualizing risk & governance
breakbreak

3. Risk-based regulation & governance
break

3. Case studies of managing flooding through risk
a) Forecasting Hazards: Risk, Error, and Blame in Public 

Weather Service Provision in the UK and France
b) Nature, national identity, and the limits of risk-based 

management of flooding in the UK and the Netherlands 
lunch

4. Workshop national styles of flood risk management

1. Outline

22. Conceptualizing risk: as ‘hazard’. Conceptualizing risk: as ‘hazard’

• Risk= threat or 
dangerous thing

• Hazard perceptions vary
– E.g. alcohol= risk to public 

health or personal 
pleasure?

2. Conceptualizing risk
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Risk as mathematical productRisk as mathematical product

• Risk= probability x consequences
– It hasn’t happened yet but it might

– Calculability of risk promises control of uncertain 
future through optimization of risk management 
decision-making in the face of uncertainty

2. Conceptualizing risk

Risk v uncertaintyRisk v uncertainty

• Risk v. uncertainty (Knight)
– Risk=quantifiable uncertainty (ie

ll f di ) b bilit &roll of dice): probability & 
consequence known

– Uncertainty= unmeasurable risks: 
neither probability nor outcomes 
known

2. Conceptualizing risk
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Unknown, unknowns, surprise & Unknown, unknowns, surprise & 
indeterminacy indeterminacy 

• “There are known knowns; 
there are things we know g
that we know. There are 
known unknowns; that is to 
say, there are things that we 
now know we don't know. 
But there are also unknown 

k th thiunknowns – there are things 
we do not know we don't 
know.”

Donald Rumsfeld, 
US Secretary of Defense

Brian Wynne (1992) Risk, uncertainty, ignorance, 
indeterminacy Global Env. Chng, 2:111-27.)

2. Conceptualizing risk

Risk as incomplete knowledge Risk as incomplete knowledge 

• Risk, 
t i tuncertainty, 

ambiguity, 
ignorance 
(Stirling 2007, 
EMBO reports, 
doi:10.1038/sj.e
mbor.7400953

2. Conceptualizing risk
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Beck’Beck’s Risk Society s Risk Society 

Hazards in traditional Society

dangerous i t

Social Security through Risk Calculation

limitation/prevention

Calculability makes risks predictable anddangerous
things

society

Industrial  society
experts

calculation

Calculability makes risks predictable and 
manageable. They can be prevented and limited in 
their scope e.g public health.

accountability

Causes of insecurity calculated and held 
responsible, making prevention/ limitation possible. 
eg liability laws

compensation

If prevention fails, compensation  insures that you’ll 
b t k f k

dangerous
things

non-experts

trust

calculation

security

2. Conceptualizing risk

be take care of e.g. workers comp.

precautionary aftercare

Insurance: you take precautions before hand to 
provide aftercare if something bad happens. 
Insurance premiums (made possible by 
accountability)  create an incentive to limit  and 
prevent accidents, in order to keep costs down.

Global Threat Global Threat to to Pillars of Security in Pillars of Security in 
the Risk the Risk SocietySociety

Challenges to Risk Calculation & 
Management

limitation/preventionlimitation/prevention

Catastrophic risks no longer predictable & 
effects so devastating and so limitless as 
to be incalculable. eg. Chernobyl

accountability

Sources of damage are so diffuse and 
multiply determined accountability 
impossible, e.g. GHGs and global 
warming

2. Conceptualizing risk

compensation

Damages so limitless as to be virtually 
irreparable.

precautionary aftercare

Insurance against the worst case scenario 
not only impossible but meaningless 
.
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Risk Triggers Reflexive ModernizationRisk Triggers Reflexive Modernization

Risk society

experts
i l l bl

dangerous
things

e pe ts

non-experts

mistrust

incalculable

insecurity

RISK

“With reflexive modernization, public risk consciousness and risk conflicts will lead to …new public-
oriented scientific experts [and] the dubious aspects of the foundations of scientific argumentation [will 
be] exposed to counter-scientific thoroughness, as …the public play the role of an ‘open upper 
chamber’. It would ... apply the standard, ‘How do we wish to live?’ to scientific plans, results, and 
hazards” Beck (1992)

• O’Malley (2004) Risk Uncertainty, & Government

• Rose (2001) Politics of life itself. Economy & Society 18:1-30
2. Conceptualizing risk
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From Act of God to Foreseeable RiskFrom Act of God to Foreseeable Risk

Uncontrollable act of God  or 
externalised 
nature? 

Foreseeable risks to be managed

2. Conceptualizing risk

Institutional Risks of Risk Management Institutional Risks of Risk Management 

• Risk responsibilities create 
2nd order, ‘institutional’ risks: 
– of  delivery failurey

– financial loss

– blame & reputational damage

– legal or political challenge

• Risk concepts used to 
understand & account for the 

Rothstein et al. (2006 ) A theory of risk 
colonisation. Economy & Society 35:91-112 

limits of what governance 
can– and cannot– be 
expected to achieve

2. Conceptualizing risk
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Managing Managing throughthrough RiskRisk

• Promises to improve its quality, efficiency and 
rationality of governance.

Ri k b d th d f

 Information gathering 

 Standard setting

 Enforcement & behaviour

• Risk-based methods for: 

 Enforcement & behaviour 
change activities

Power, M. (2007) Organized Uncertainty: 
Designing a World of Risk Management, 
Oxford Univ. Press

Borraz, O. (2008) Les politiques du risque, 
Presses de Sciences Po

2. Conceptualizing risk

3. Risk3. Risk‐‐based Regulation & Governancebased Regulation & Governance

• Premised on simple idea 
that governance cannot
prevent all adverseprevent all adverse 
outcomes

• and should not try!

• Focus on ‘probability x 
impact’ to reduce harmsimpact  to reduce harms 
to socially optimal levels

Rothstein et al. (2012) Risk and the limits of 
governance: Exploring varied patterns 
of risk-based governance across 
Europe Regulation & Governance

2. Theories of risk
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RiskRisk‐‐Based GovernanceBased Governance
• Organizing governance through risk promises to 

improve its quality, efficiency and rationality. 

1.1. Information gathering Information gathering 

2.2. Setting standards Setting standards 

3.3. Behaviour change activitiesBehaviour change activities

But how well do these ideals of risk-based governance travel?

3. Risk-based governance

‘Risk’ discourses have ‘Risk’ discourses have 
displaced traditional policy displaced traditional policy 
discourses of defence, safety discourses of defence, safety 
and security In principleand security In principle

UKUK

and security. In principle, and security. In principle, 
favours:favours:
•• NeoNeo--liberal commitment to liberal commitment to 

economically rationalized economically rationalized 
“Better Regulation”“Better Regulation”

•• Legitimates decisionLegitimates decision--making in making in 
face of new accountability and face of new accountability and yy
audit cultures;audit cultures;

•• Limits blame by defining Limits blame by defining 
boundary between acceptable boundary between acceptable 
& unacceptable adverse & unacceptable adverse 
outcomes.outcomes.

“risk is central  to the business of “risk is central  to the business of 
good government” good government” ––Tony Blair (2002)Tony Blair (2002)

3. Risk-based governance
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Occupational Health and SafetyOccupational Health and Safety
Tolerability of Risk,Tolerability of Risk, UK Health & Safety ExecutiveUK Health & Safety Executive

‘ALARP’‘ALARP’
As Low As As Low As 
Reasonably Reasonably 
PracticablePracticable

Risk cannot be justified Risk cannot be justified 
except in extraordinary except in extraordinary 

circumstancescircumstances

Tolerable only if risk reduction is Tolerable only if risk reduction is 
‘grossly’ disproportionate to cost‘grossly’ disproportionate to cost

PracticablePracticable

Risk broadly acceptableRisk broadly acceptable

(From Rimington 1993) (From Rimington 1993) 

3. Risk-based governance

Criminal JusticeCriminal Justice
‘Legislative changes and policy initiatives 
have made risk assessment and risk 
management core tasks for National 
Offender Management Service’, e.g:Offender Management Service , e.g:

-- Extended use of custody for Extended use of custody for 
'dangerous' offenders and 'dangerous' offenders and 
preventative sentencing on preventative sentencing on 
the the grounds of riskgrounds of risk. . 

Extended monitoring andExtended monitoring and-- Extended monitoring and Extended monitoring and 
surveillance of those surveillance of those 
offenders offenders presenting a high presenting a high 
riskrisk of harm in the community of harm in the community 
and upon release from prison. and upon release from prison. 

3. Risk-based governance
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National SecurityNational Security

3. Risk-based governance

GermanyGermany
• ‘Risk’ central to German political debate, from 

nuclear power to GMOs.

Federal Institute of Risk Federal Institute of Risk 
Assessment (Assessment (BfRBfR) provides ) provides 
riskrisk--based scientific advice based scientific advice 
on consumer issues, from on consumer issues, from 
BSE to toys and lipsticks.BSE to toys and lipsticks.

But riskBut risk--based approaches based approaches 
have not penetrated very far have not penetrated very far 
into policymaking and into policymaking and 
enforcement practice enforcement practice 
because…because…

3. Risk-based governance
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Danger vs. RiskDanger vs. Risk
• State’s ‘duty of protection’ from ‘dangers’ to life, 

freedom & property (Schutzpflicht). Constitutional 
i i l th t’ l i d li d i fprincipal that’s colonised policy domains from 

nuclear safety to rented accommodation

• Binary concept: No danger = no state action.

• Juridified German public administration finds it 
difficult to use ‘probability-x-impact’ frameworks to 
define boundary between unacceptable ‘dangers’ 
and acceptable ‘risks’. 

3. Risk-based governance

Acceptable Risk?Acceptable Risk?

DangerDanger

Hard to define acceptable risk levelsHard to define acceptable risk levels

Residual riskResidual risk

3. Risk-based governance
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Conflicts over Conflicts over 
acceptable risk acceptable risk 
throughout 1970sthroughout 1970s--80s80s

Intractable legal conflictsIntractable legal conflicts

• Some administrative courts defined acceptable probability of 
an accident as 10-7/yr while the federal constitutional court

throughout 1970sthroughout 1970s--80s.80s.

an accident as 10 /yr, while the federal constitutional court 
attempted to define it in terms of being ‘practically 
unimaginable’ and ‘irrelevant’.

• Federal constitutional court decides to abstain from decisions 
on scientific conflicts or disagreements.

3. Risk-based governance

Risk Risk vsvs RightsRights
• Probabilistic boundaries between unacceptable 

‘danger’ and acceptable ‘residual risk’  are set...

• But State’s ‘duty to protect’ all citizens from 
dangers hard to reconcile with risk-based 
interventions. Makes calculations blind to impact.

E g State (in principle)E g State (in principle) protectsprotectsE.g. State (in principle) E.g. State (in principle) protects protects 
citizens against citizens against floods that occur > floods that occur > 

1/100 years by building defences or 1/100 years by building defences or 
forbidding development. But is forbidding development. But is 

irrespective of whether urban irrespective of whether urban 
centres or rural areas.centres or rural areas.

3. Risk-based governance
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ExpertisedExpertised / Corporatist Solutions/ Corporatist Solutions

• Solutions sought through corporatist 
governance  traditions and expert committees;

• Avoids legal conflicts and spreads responsibility 
for adverse outcomes.

3. Risk-based governance

FranceFrance

Risk-based reforms limited in scope and reach:p
– restricted to just a few policy domains 
– limited to information gathering functions (ie risk 

assessment), not policymaking & standard-setting 
or enforcement & inspection. 

C t i d b i t liConstrained by, inter alia:
– Culturally established ‘promise’ by French state to 

provide security.
– Legal need to maintain ‘public order’ and 

reputation of French State.
3. Risk-based governance
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3. Risk-based governance

FranceFrance

Risk-based reforms limited in scope and reach:
– restricted to just a few policy domains j p y
– limited to information gathering functions (ie risk assessment), 

not policymaking & standard-setting or enforcement & inspection. 
Constrained by, inter alia:

– Culturally established ‘promise’ by French state to provide security.
– Legal need to maintain ‘public order’ and reputation of French 

State.
– Constitutional principle of ‘equal rights’.

• e.g. Minister of Health’s decision to vaccinate everyone against 2009 H1N1-flu pandemic 
th th 1/3 l ti t id h d i itrather than 1/3 population to provide herd immunity.

Relies on secrecy to deny potential for failure and reactive fire-
alarm approaches to manage problems after they emerge.

3. Risk-based governance
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4. Case studies of managing 4. Case studies of managing 
floodingflooding throughthrough riskriskflooding flooding throughthrough riskrisk

a. Nature, national identity, and 
the limits of risk-based 

management of flooding in the UKmanagement of flooding in the UK 
and the Netherlands

4. Case studies:  limits of risk-based management

LondonLondon

“the state should consider a 
levee system or storm surge 

RotterdamRotterdam

barriers and face up to the 
inadequacy of the existing 
protections” 

– Gov. Andrew Cuomo

New York City?New York City?
4. Case studies:  limits of risk-based management
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Learning to live with riversLearning to live with rivers

Outline of case studyOutline of case study

1. From flood defence to risk management 

2. Making ‘space’ for flooding: Spatial 
planning in UK v. Netherlands

3. Flood defence standards

4. Constraints on risk-based approaches

5. Conclusions

4. Case studies:  limits of risk-based management
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2. From Flood 2. From Flood DefenceDefence to Risk to Risk 
ManagementManagement

“Looking further than just flood protectionfurther than just flood protection, the committee’s

“building ever higher and stronger defences is not not 
sustainablesustainable”– (Defra 2009)

Looking further than just flood protectionfurther than just flood protection, the committee s 
vision therefore embraces interactions with life and work, 
agriculture, nature, recreation, landscape, infrastructure 
and energy”-- (Delta Commission 2008)

• Spatial planning & regulations as well as flood 
defences to reduce damage potential and “help 
communities to become more resilient” (Defra 2009)

• Managing flooding throughthrough risk as method for:• Managing flooding throughthrough risk as method for:
 comparing competing policy priorities (ie CBA)
 allocating resources
 calibrating regulation
 Accounting for failure:

“We must learn to live with the awareness of that residual risk 
and be prepared to cope with such circumstances if they 
occur.” (Delta Commission ‘08)

4. Case studies:  limits of risk-based management

RuimteRuimte voorvoor de de rivierrivier: planning for flood : planning for flood 
waters in the Netherlandswaters in the Netherlands

“The goal of the Dutch Room for the River Programme is to give the river 
more room to be able to manage higher water levels. At more than 30 
locations, measures will be taken that give the river space to flood safely.”

4. Case studies:  limits of risk-based management
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Making Space for Water: Planning for Making Space for Water: Planning for 
Flooding in EnglandFlooding in England

“ risk maps raise strategic 
awareness of flooding”- Ri k b dawareness of flooding -
Defra (2005)

• Risk-based 
‘Sequential  test’ to 
prioritize siting by 
safety

• Flexible ‘exception 
test’ to allow essentialtest  to allow essential 
development where 
warranted by CBA 

Scarce resources mean “it may be necessary to let some 

places flood more frequently in future.”- Defra (2005)

4. Case studies:  limits of risk-based management

PromotingPromoting PropertyProperty‐‐level Flood level Flood 
Resiliency in EnglandResiliency in England

4. Case studies:  limits of risk-based management
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Dutch Flood Defence StandardsDutch Flood Defence Standards
• Very High, but flexible 
• nominally subject risk-based prioritization:
“Measures relating to the sea defences have sea defences have 
the highest priority the highest priority (risk to human life, little 

d i f fl di ) f ll d b thadvance warning of flooding), followed by the 
diked sections of the rivers (risk to human 
life, more advance warning). Measures along 
the undiked sections of the rivers have a 
lower priority lower priority because they present no risk to no risk to 
human lifehuman life.” –Fourth National Policy Document on Water 
Management (1998)

•• BUT no level of risk acceptable BUT no level of risk acceptable 
“The Netherlands is a low-lying, prosperousThe Netherlands is a low lying, prosperous 
and densely populated delta that is 
vulnerable to flooding. Should something 
happen, the suffering and damage would be damage would be 
unthinkableunthinkable. Our delta is too precious to not 
take the necessary measures.” – Delta 
Commission (2012)

4. Case studies:  limits of risk-based management

British Flood Defence StandardsBritish Flood Defence Standards

• Standards flexible and fully 
subject to risk-based cost-
benefit prioritizationbenefit prioritization

• Huge resource pressures: 
– ~1:6 required for project go 

ahead
• Environment Agency 

required to meet NPM-style 
‘Outcome Measures’ on theOutcome Measures  on the 
number of properties 
protected from flooding

4. Case studies:  limits of risk-based management
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Constraints on RiskConstraints on Risk‐‐based based 
Management: Norms of the StateManagement: Norms of the State

• Dutch constitutional duty to protect:
– “It shall be the concern of the authorities to keepIt shall be the concern of the authorities to keep 

the country habitable and to protect and improve 
the environment.” --Article 21

• State duties ‘permissive’ not ‘statutory’ in UK
– “there is no right to be protected from the 

effects of flooding and generally no entitlement toeffects of flooding and generally no entitlement to 
any particular standard of defence where risk 
management action is taken.” – Defra (2009)

4. Case studies:  limits of risk-based management

Risk and rationalization of limited Risk and rationalization of limited 
state protections state protections 

• “it would not have been 
practicable to have stopped the 
floods because it would have 
required massive walls to be 
built”– Rt. Hon. Eliott Morley,MP, 
Minister for Environment

4. Case studies:  limits of risk-based management
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Dutch Myths of Nature & NationDutch Myths of Nature & Nation
• God created the earth, but the Dutch made 

the Netherlands 
– “They think sacrificing areas where people liveThey think sacrificing areas where people live 

to the Rhine and the Meuse is outright outright 
insaneinsane.” -Algemeen Dagblad (Rotterdam) 12.05.2001

• Technology can maintain ‘dry feet’
– “Draconic measures, such as moving living 

areas or raising parts of the Netherlands are 
not in order. Building can take place Building can take place 
anywhereanywhere, as long as those who profit from 
building also pay the costs for keeping dry dry 
feetfeet.” (NRC 09.03.2008)

4. Case studies:  limits of risk-based management

ConclusionsConclusions

• Risk-based approaches central to new 
f i l di f fl dprofessional discourses of flood 

management

• Understanding and application of risk in 
governance locally specific

• Use of risk shaped by:• Use of risk shaped by:
– Legal requirements of the state

– Cultural expectations about security

– National myths and identity

4. Case studies:  limits of risk-based management
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4. Case studies of managing 4. Case studies of managing 
floodingflooding throughthrough riskriskflooding flooding throughthrough riskrisk

b. Forecasting hazards: 
risk, error, and blame in severe 
weather warning in the UK andweather warning in the UK and 

France

4. Case studies:  forecasting hazards
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Forecasting Failures and Reforms in UKForecasting Failures and Reforms in UK

-Michael Fish and storm of 
‘Oct 87

16 killed triggers R&D on16 killed; triggers R&D on 
probabilistic forecasting 

-Easter ’98, Nov ‘00 Floods:
4 dead after EA fails to issue 

warnings; Calls for EA Chair to 
resign

-Summer ‘07 Floods:
13 die; poor coordination between 

EA, Met Office & Emergency 
services; Pitt review calls for “stepservices; Pitt review calls for step 
change in the quality of warnings”

-Snow Dec ’10
Hundreds stranded in snow on M8; 

Scottish transport minister 
resigns

4. Case studies:  forecasting hazards
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Forecasting Failures in France: Forecasting Failures in France: XanthiaXanthia

€1.5 billion  
damages 

47 killed47 killed

“We “We need to ask how, in France, in the 21st century, families can be need to ask how, in France, in the 21st century, families can be 
surprised in their sleep, die drowned in their surprised in their sleep, die drowned in their home“ home“ –– Sarkozy Sarkozy 

4. Case studies:  forecasting hazards

• Senate identified “a series of 
failures in anticipating risk” 
– Météo-France issued red alert for 

Failure and Blame Attribution in FranceFailure and Blame Attribution in France

wind

– Service hydrographique et océanique 
de la marine (SHOM) warned of 
heavy seas

– Service Central d’Hydro-météorologie 
et d’Appui à la Prévision des pp
Inondations  (SCHAPI) focused on 
river flooding

– Nobody warned of tidal flooding

– Elected mayors face criminal 
prosecution for allowing development

4. Case studies:  forecasting hazards
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Error and the Risks of ForecastingError and the Risks of Forecasting

Crying 
wolf

4. Case studies:  forecasting hazards

PProbabilistic weather forecasting to robabilistic weather forecasting to 
manage forecast errormanage forecast error

‘Ensemble’ technologies to 
quantify forecast uncertainty
I hi i UK &Isomorphic pressures in UK & 
France to issue risk-based 
forecasts & warning:

– ensembles are ‘state-of-
the-art’

– Shared professional culture 
of forecastingof forecasting

– Common reputational 
concerns

Normative & structural Normative & structural 
Impediments? Impediments? 

4. Case studies:  forecasting hazards
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Data & methodsData & methods

• Review of policy documents, websites, guidance 
reports, emergency plans, etc.

• In-depth interviews with forecasters and 
emergency managers in France (n=20) and UK  
(n=23 + survey of 289 emergency managers)

• Ethnographic observation during repeated site 
visits to UK Met Office, Météo-France, Joint Flood 
Forecasting Centre (UK), SCHAPI (ServiceForecasting Centre (UK), SCHAPI (Service 
Central d’Hydrométéorologie et d’Appui à la 
Prévision des Inondations

4. Case studies:  forecasting hazards

Move to riskMove to risk‐‐based, probabilistic  based, probabilistic  
warnings in UK & Francewarnings in UK & France

‘Red’ alert for high wind issued 
before Xynthia 

‘Red’ alert issued for 
Scotland, Dec 2011

• Similar ‘traffic light’ visualization 
for increasing risk/hazard

• Based on similar quantitative 
probability forecasting capacity

4. Case studies:  forecasting hazards
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UK Met Office explicitly riskUK Met Office explicitly risk‐‐based:based:

Warning level determined by 
estimated impact, not physical 
phenomena: 

e.g. 70mph wind in Scotland=yellow
… in London = red

4. Case studies:  forecasting hazards

Blame and the institutional appeals of Blame and the institutional appeals of 
probabilistic warnings in UKprobabilistic warnings in UK

Before now we said yes or no, you are going to 
flood or not.  ….  To me, that’s where the Met Office 
h l d b tt ith thi I th M thave always coped better with things.  In the Met 
Office, all their weather warnings always come out 
as probabilistic.  So when it doesn't happen, they 
never have any complaints never have any complaints because they always 
say we only said it was a 60% chance and so it 
hasn't happened…  So I think for our own own 
reputation as well, to go to probabilistic reputation as well, to go to probabilistic 
forecasting would be quite useful forecasting would be quite useful because it g qg q
almost gives us, not an excuse exactly, but it gives 
us a reason. It quantifies our uncertainty and it 
means we won't necessarily get criticised as we won't necessarily get criticised as 
muchmuch.” (UK flood forecaster at Environment 
agency) 

4. Case studies:  forecasting hazards
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• “I think it works.  It's universal.  I think people are used to 
working in that kind of scheme.” (UK emergency manager 
21)

‘Impacts‘Impacts‐‐based’ warningsbased’ warnings praisedpraised

21).

• More proportionate, fewer false alarms
“we were getting too many, whereas now we don’t get as many so it’s more 
ff ti Y k if it it’ i ” (UK 11)effective. You know if it comes, it’s serious” (UK emergency manager 11).  

• Empowering decision-makers: 
• “You're putting the onus on the people that receive that probabilistic warning 

to make a decision what to do with it themselves.” (Environment Agency 
official)

BUT…
4. Case studies:  forecasting hazards

RiskRisk‐‐based early warnings don’t prompt based early warnings don’t prompt 
early preparedness action early preparedness action 

Emergency responders “very reactive in 
what we do” (Int. 7):

“It’s the probability we respond to” (Int 16), 
not the risk or potential impact

“I don’t need information 3 days ahead.  
What I need is accurate information the 
same day or just before . . . that is really 
valuable to me” (Int. 12)

Little room for discretion or tolerance of 
uncertainty:uncertainty:

“the Force Incident Manager (FIM) receives notification of early warning of severe 
weather up to 3 days in advance. FIM should monitor warnings until 24 hours prior 
to expected severe weather...to see if prediction is confirmed.. Once prediction is Once prediction is 
confirmed, then actions triggeredconfirmed, then actions triggered”– Lancaster City Council severe weather plan 

4. Case studies:  forecasting hazards
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Why so little preWhy so little pre‐‐emptive action in emptive action in 
response to risk information in UK?response to risk information in UK?

1. Blue light culture of responding: “If you were to ask a fire-fighter, 
they would probably say well, at the end of the day, I'm coming to work 
come hell or high water and I'll just deal with whatever we get hit with.  
To be honest, we just react to the information that they're sending” (UK 
emergency manager 17)

2. Blame management & risk aversion: “If we drop a bollock during an 
incident, it can finish you as an organisation” (Int. 4) ”You have to have 
an audit trail of everything you do in an emergency” (Int.11)

3. Institutional focus on statutory compliance: reluctance “to try 
something locally that would have been outside the national guidance”something locally that would have been outside the national guidance  
(UK forecaster 2).

4. Resource constrained conservativism: “quite reluctant to commit 
resources until they actually see something happening on the ground.  
Even though we might be really confident about something quite 
significant happening, they don’t do anything until they see the wind 
blow trees down and things like that” (UK forecast 2).

4. Case studies:  forecasting hazards

French vigilance system: hazardFrench vigilance system: hazard‐‐basedbased

RedRed: “Utmost vigilance is required; 
forecasts call for exceptionally intense intense 
dangerousdangerous phenomena”dangerousdangerous phenomena
Amber:Amber: “Be extremely vigilant; forecasts 
call for dangerous phenomena”
YellowYellow:: “Be careful; forecasts call for 
phenomena that are usual in the region but 
may be dangerous occasionally”
Green:Green: “No particular vigilance required”

Issued to prevent/ avoid hazards altogether:Issued to prevent/ avoid hazards altogether:
“giving an idea of the meteorological risk for the next 24 hours…the 
information is communicated to authorities in order to alert the population or 
to prevent the population to be exposed to subsequent problems” (French 
forecaster 3)

4. Case studies:  forecasting hazards
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Map scale determined by political, Map scale determined by political, 
not meteorological, geographynot meteorological, geography

Departmental spatial scale

Short (24hr) time horizon

1. Little forecast error at that 
spatio-temporal scale

2. Fire alarm function, not 
early pre-emptive actiony p p

“Well, it is also very linked to how France works institutionally. We have a 
departmental prefect who is responsible for the security of the department. He 
wants to know, in his department, at every moment, what it is likely to happenwants to know, in his department, at every moment, what it is likely to happen. 
It is really the administrative structure that gives this decoupage. Whatever  
happens in the next department: he has his department and he is responsible for 
that department so the overlapping is not a concern” (Meteorologist 1)

“When the chef forecaster makes a 24hr vigilance, we are trying to reduce to the 
minimum false alarms. I can’t recall a red vigilance where nothing happened... At the 
moment, with the vigilance, there are very few false alarms, but we also need to 
work on avoiding missing events, or non detection, we should limit them as much as 
we can” (French Meteorologist 2)

4. Case studies:  forecasting hazards

French emphasis on risk prevention, French emphasis on risk prevention, 
not preparedness & resiliency, as in UKnot preparedness & resiliency, as in UK

“well, for us here in the 
h h i icommune, the emphasis is to 

elevate the current dike and we 
are also looking to instate 
regulations that will force new 
houses to be built 2.5 metres 
above the ground so they can 
avoid being flooded So havingavoid being flooded. So having 
longer-term forecasts about 
potential risk is not the most 
practical solution for us I would 
say” (Mayor 1). 

4. Case studies:  forecasting hazards
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Little appetite in France for early Little appetite in France for early 
warning or probabilistic forecast infowarning or probabilistic forecast info

Hierarchical state structures require deterministic warnings and 
certaintycertainty

“Having more lead time would be very nice, but I’m not sure it would help me much as a 
fire fighter. When the CODIS tells me what to do in the next hour what to do in the next hour it is only based on clear 
and precise information, so we can’t have to hazy can’t have to hazy informationinformation. It needs to be clear (fire 
fighter 1)”

“By forcing forecasters to provide deterministic predictions, the accountability remains accountability remains 
entirely on the shoulders of forecastersentirely on the shoulders of forecasters. If a forecaster provides a probabilistic forecast, 
they give the import for the decision to forecasts users. ... Asking for a deterministic 
prediction is also a way for the person in charge of taking a decision to avoid decisional decisional 
problems and blameproblems and blame ” (Flood forecaster France)problems and blameproblems and blame.  (Flood forecaster, France)

Paternalism among state officials about capacity of the public to 
cope:

People cannot deal with uncertainties, it is too complicated. To go for a walk, to know 
whether we go to the picnic or not, we could cope with it.  However, However, when it is time to when it is time to 
decide whether we evacuate or not, it is another storydecide whether we evacuate or not, it is another story”. (FF, France)

4. Case studies:  forecasting hazards

ConclusionsConclusions
Broad embrace of risk concepts in forecasting and 

severe weather warnings in UK & France

- similar traffic light model for warnings

- same technological drive towards quantitative 
probability forecasting

Shaped by different norms of emergency management:

-UK emphasizes preparedness & risk-taking in the 
face of uncertainty and dangery g

- France emphasizes risk prevention & authoritative 
definitions of safety and hazard

In practice, preparedness response to early warnings 
limited in both UK & France, but for different reasons

4. Case studies:  forecasting hazards
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Instructions for afternoonInstructions for afternoon


